
Geology Group Newsletter – July 2018 
 
 
First, may I record thanks to Dave Bullard for running his recent 3-day mini course on the geology of the 
Malvern Hills. Unfortunately, I couldn’t attend, having a previous engagement in Ypres, but I understand 
that it was a great success both in and out of the classroom! Thanks also should go to Adrian Wyatt, a local 
geologist who many will know, for not only bringing along many of his rock samples but also acting as a 
secondary tutor during the outdoor sessions. Finally, of course, none of this would have occurred without 
the detailed work of Alan Hughes who conceived of and managed the event on our behalf. Thank you, Alan. 
 
We are also indebted to Alan for information on a new phone app called “Voyages in Time’ produced by 
the Earth Heritage Trust. Alan attended a demonstration of the app and has written a short description of 
what it does and how you can obtain it free! He recommends downloading the app – his write up is 
attached. 
 
You can’t win! I fear that we have caused some confusion by our attempt to provide you with earlier, more 
detailed notice of future outdoor events. We felt that by doing this in the newsletter, you could assess 
whether you would be interested in an event at the start of the outdoor programme and if so, put the date 
in your diaries before they filled up. In addition to the outline details of the trip we included contact details 
of the trip leader in order to allow those interested to find out a bit more if they wanted. It seems that the 
inclusion of these contact details has resulted in some members thinking they need to contact the trip 
leaders to book a place on the trip. This was certainly not intended and I’m sorry for the confusion. As I 
explained in the February newsletter introducing this initiative, calling notices for each trip will continue to 
be issued in the way that we have always done about 4 weeks before the event. Using calling notices is the 
only fair way of giving everyone an equal chance of booking on to a trip and ensures that the admin details 
are correct and up to date. We will review this issue at the next Steering Committee meeting but would 
welcome your views. 
 
……….. and just to prove it, you will find attached the calling notice for the Ledbury Building Stones trip on 
25th July! As I always say, numbers are limited, so if you would like to attend then book your place quickly in 
accordance with the notice. 
 
Finally, Dick Harris and I have been playing around with creating a new website for the group. We have 
sought to retain the essence of the original site but with an updated look and feel. Please have a look at the 
new site – https://malvernu3a.org.uk/geology3/ – and remember to update you bookmarks etc. As always, 
very happy to receive feedback and suggestions. 
 
 
Calendar 

July 4 Field Trip; River Terraces 
July 25 Field Trip; Ledbury building Stones 
August 15 Field Trip; Malvern Spouts & Stones 
September 5 Field Trip; Little Doward 
September 19 Field Trip; Hampton Bishop 
October 1 - 5 Field Trip; the Jurassic Coast 
October 10 What's Underneath a Volcano? 
November 14 Borehole Technology & Concealed Coal Measures 
December 12 Permafrost 
March 19 20-27 Field Trip; Fuerteventura  

 



Outdoor Programme Details 
 
Ledbury Building Stones - Brian and Kay Hughes - Wed 25 July 
Ledbury lies within a succession of 400 to 440 million year old geological formations, with older Silurian 
limestones and mudstones to the east, through to the ‘Old Red Sandstones’ of late Silurian to early Devonian 
age to the west. Its fine old buildings make extensive use of local stone, exposing fossils as well as textural 
features that provide clues to the environments in which the rocks were formed. Our walk will take you 
through the geological history of the region, from shallow marine through coastal to predominantly fluvial 
environments. It will also explore some of the history of building in Ledbury from the 12th century to the 
present day. 
 

Malvern Spouts and Stones - Rosemary and Colin Fretwell - Wed 15 Aug 
A 3km town walk around Great Malvern, starting at Great Malvern Station and ending at Great Malvern 
Priory. Inspired by the Earth Heritage Trust building stone project, we will examine the building stone used 
in the construction of the town and their associated geology. In addition, we will see some of Malvern's 
famous springs and their history discussed. 
 
Little Doward - Jim Handley - Wed 5 Sept (Contact: jim.s.handley@gmail.com or 01600 715427) 
Jim Handley, our previous group leader, has moved to Monmouth and taking over responsibility for the EHT's 
Champion site at Little Doward, 2 miles up the road from Monmouth. Little Doward is one of a few places in 
the area where the complete geological succession from the late Early Devonian to the Early Carboniferous, 
a time span of roughly 55 million years, is accessible. With an impressive hill fort, carriage drives and walks 
created by the local landowning MP in the 1840s and amazing trees, it has a lot to offer. It all fits into a 3 
hour slot, moderate walking, we will get there by shared car. 
 
Hampton Bishop - Moira Jenkins - Wed 19 Sept (Contact: jenkins.moira@googlemail.com or 01684 569815) 
This is a walk in pleasant countryside around the large flat area formed where the River Lugg joins the Wye, 
before the time when the River Teme was diverted by ice and when there was far more water in the 
Lugg.  Farmers have built huge flood defence barriers which we will follow as we walk round a meander of 
the Wye.  We see erosional features along the rivers and interglacial river terraces above flood plain 
level.  We see huge red mudstone and sandstone cliffs and a landslip area. The scenery reflects the underlying 
rock structure which has upfolded the Woolhope Dome on one side and the major fault, the Neath Valley 
Disturbance, on the other.  This is a 5 mile walk with a stop for lunch at the Bunch of Carrots at the half way 
point on the walk. (Anyone who does not wish to walk further could wait there to be picked up after the 
walk). The walk has no steep slopes and only one stile.  We will get there by shared car. 
 
Steering Committee 

Peter Bridges 01684 540791 ptrbrdgs@gmail.com 
Geoffrey Carver 01684 560749 geoffrey.carver@btinternet.com 

Hilary Edgeley 01386 462725 hilary.edgeley@btopenworld.com 

Robert Eveleigh 01531 632947 eveleigh.r@gmail.com 

Mary Geffen 01684 561890 mary@geffen.plus.com 

Jackie Gribble 01684 565696 gardeners1@btinternet.com 

Dick Harris 01886 880699 richardlangleyharris@gmail.com 

Roger Hunt 01684 565926 rmrhunt@sky.com 

Maggie Smith 01684 567278 maggietoshsmith@gmail.com 

 
 



Other Contacts 
Christopher Wright Fossils Subgroup 01905 20920 cnw48@hotmail.com 

Brian Dawkins Landscapes Subgroup 01684 573562 db.dawkins@hotmail.co.uk 

Alan Hughes Maps Subgroup 01886 880130 alanhughes505@btinternet.com 

Dick Harris Plate Tectonics Subgroup 01886 880699 richardlangleyharris@gmail.com 

Geoff Carver Newsletter Editor 01684 560749 geoffrey.carver@btinternet.com 

Elizabeth Staley Library 01684 574392 js@cmail.co.uk 

Gina Raitt Library 01684 575759 raittgeorgina@gmail.com 
Phyl King Photographic Resources  photoresources17@gmail.com 

 
Group Website:                https://malvernu3a.org.uk/geology3/ 
 


